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Abstract
This paper is concerned with the graph searching game The search number sG of a graph
G is the smallest number of searchers required to clear G A search strategy is monotone m
if no recontamination ever occurs It is connected c if the set of clear edges always forms a
connected subgraph It is internal i if the removal of searchers is not allowed The diculty of
the connected version and of the monotone internal version of the graph searching problem
comes from the fact that as shown in the paper none of these problems is minor closed for
arbitrary graphs as opposed to all known variants of the graph searching problem Motivated
by the fact that connected graph searching and monotone internal graph searching are both
minor closed in trees we provide a complete characterization of the set of trees that can be
cleared by a given number of searchers In fact we show that in trees there is only one
obstruction for monotone internal search as well as for connected search and this obstruction
is the same for the two problems This allows us to prove that for any tree T  misT  	 csT 
For arbitrary graphs we prove that there is a unique chain of inequalities linking all the search
numbers above More precisely for any graph G sG 	 isG 	 msG   misG   csG 	
icsG   mcsG 	 micsG The 
rst two inequalities can be strict In the case of trees we
have micsG    sT    that is there are exactly  dierent search numbers in trees and
these search numbers dier by a factor of  at most
  Introduction
Imagine a group of k   friends visiting a large bookstore and assume that one of them gets
separated from the k others who are now looking for him in the store The search for the lost
friend is made dicult by the placement of the shelves and by the complex topology of the store
occupying several buildings on several oors connected by many stairs and bridges It is also made
dicult by the behavior of the lost friend who as opposed to what is recommended in this situation
starts moving sporadically in the store also looking for his friends The question that arises among
the group of k searchers	 is whether they are enough to eventually 
nd their fugitive	 friend
For instance if the bookstore would be displayed as a path then k   searchers would be enough
But if the bookstore is displayed as a ring then  searchers are required otherwise the fugitive
could perpetually escape from the searcher Let G be the graph corresponding to the map of
the bookstore We address the problem of computing the minimum number of searchers required
to 
nd the fugitive in G This problem is known as the graph searching problem However the
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search strategy developed by our group of friends must satisfy additional properties It must be
internal	 in the sense that searchers must follow the corridors of the bookstore as they cannot
jump over the shelves nor pass through the walls The strategy must also be monotone	 in the
sense that searchers dont want to check several times the same part of the bookstore It must also
be connected	 as searchers certainly prefer not to split in several groups that could lose contact
from each other
The searchers consult the literature available at the bookstore They 
nd that according to La
paughs theorem  monotonicity can be assumed for free ie if k searchers can 
nd the fugitive
then they can 
nd it according to a monotone strategy However this monotone strategy is not
necessarily internal nor connected Hence the group of searchers start doubting whether the classic
de
nition of graph searching is realistic Subsequently they start wondering how much it costs in
term of number of searchers to impose internality In this paper we show that it does not cost
more than imposing connectness that is if k searchers can 
nd the fugitive according to a connected
strategy then they can 
nd it according to a monotone internal strategy This paper studies more
thoroughly the relationships between monotone internal and connected search strategies
   Statement of the problem
More formally we are given a graph whose edges are all contaminated	 and a set of searchers	
The goal is to obtain a state of the graph in which all edges are simultaneously clear	 To clear
an edge e  u v a searcher must traverse the edge from one endpoint u to the other endpoint
v A clear edge is preserved from recontamination if either another searcher remains in u or all
other edges incident to u are clear In other words a clear edge e is recontaminated if there exists
a path between e and a contaminated edge with no searcher on any node of the path In the
standard setting of the graph searching problem the basic operations called search steps can be
the following
 place a searcher on a node
 move a searcher along an edge
 remove a searcher from a node
Graph searching is the problem of developing a search strategy that is a sequence of search steps that
results in all edges being simultaneously clear The smallest number of searchers for which a search
strategy exists for a graph G is called the search number sG of G As far as practical applications
are concerned eg decontaminating a set of tunnels capturing an intruder in a network rescuing
a speleologist in a maze of caves etc the line of investigation is the determination of ecient
search strategies satisfying additional properties which are desirable or even necessary for some
applications Three properties are of particular interest
Internal Search A search strategy is internal if once placed searchers can only move along the
graph edges ie they cannot be removed and placed somewhere else It is easy to see that
this is equivalent to the case where operation  is not allowed The minimum number of
searchers for which an internal search strategy exists is denoted by isG
Monotone search A search strategy is monotone if no recontamination ever occurs Hence each
edge should be cleared only once The minimum number of searchers for which a monotone
search strategy exists is denoted by msG

Connected search A search strategy is connected if the set of clear edges always induces a
connected subgraph Alternatively one can de
ne such strategies by not allowing operation
 and allowing  only in the beginning of the search or when applied to vertices incident
to an already clean edge The minimum number of searchers for which a connected search
strategy exists is denoted by csG
Obviously for any G isG  sG because the removal of a searcher operation  from a
node u and its placement operation  later at node v can be replaced by a sequence of moves
operation  from u to v Lapaughs theorem  says that for any G msG  sG that is
recontamination does not help Interestingly for internal search recontamination does help ie
there are graphs G for which isG  misG for instance the node tree T
 
obtained from three
copies of the complete binary tree of depth  by joining their roots to a new vertex Similarly it is
easy to check that sT
 
  csT
 
 that is nonconnectness helps too Now it can be desirable to
mix the three properties monotonicity internality and connectness resulting in the search numbers
mis mcs ics and mics Obviously for any G csG  icsG and mcsG  micsG because
once a strategy is connected it is easy to make it internal as well searchers moving freely inside
the connected component It is known  that for trees all the four numbers cs mcs ics and
mics collapse into one because mcsT   csT  for any tree T  ie recontamination does not help
for connected search in trees Surprisingly unlike the case of monotone strategies for which there
exist detailed studies and characterizations very little is known about connected search strategies
and monotone internal strategies Unfortunately the existing techniques and results for the many
variants of the problem cf Section  not only cannot be employed but do not even provide any
direct insight on these two important properties We claim that the reason for that is that neither
monotone internal search nor connected search is minor closed for arbitrary graphs as opposed
to all known variants of the graph searching problem
  Our results
In this paper we 
rst prove a strong dierence between traditional search and both connected and
monotone internal searches that is none of these latter versions of the problem is minor closed
Nevertheless we show that there is a unique chain of inequalities linking all the search numbers
above More precisely for any graph G
sG  isG  msG   misG   csG  icsG   mcsG  micsG
The 
rst two inequalities can be strict In particular mis  cs To obtain these results we extend
the notion of crusades de
ned by Bienstock and Seymour  and use it in a novel way In fact
we employ it not to prove monotonicity but to transform a connected strategy into a monotone
internal one with the same number of searchers On the other hand it is easy to see that for all
mentioned search problems the class of trees that can be cleared with up to k searchers is minor
closed Therefore the 
gure can be more precisely stated We prove that for any tree T 
csT     sT   
that is for any tree T there exists a monotone connected internal search strategy for T using at
most  sT   searchers We show that the upper bound of Eq  is tight We also show that
misT   csT 

for any tree T  This and the result in  imply that there are exactly  dierent search numbers in
total for trees These search numbers dier by a factor of  at most We summarize the situation
for trees by the inequalities chain
sT   isT   msT    misT   csT   icsT   mcsT   micsT     sT  
We provide a complete characterization of the set of trees that can be cleared by k searchers
This characterization is given both explicitly in terms of kcaterpillars related to the notion of
caterpillar dimension of  and implicitly in terms of minimal forbidden minors In fact we show
that in trees there is only one obstruction for monotone internal search as well as for connected
search and the obstructions for the two problems are identical This must be contrasted with the
fact that for traditional search the number of obstructions in trees is superexponential in the
number of searchers  
  Previous works
Graph searching refers to a problem that has been throughly and extensively investigated in the
literature and that describes a variety of application scenarios    In particular it arises in
VLSI design through its equivalence with the gate matrix layout problem see eg    It
is also related to network security for its relation with the capture of an intruder by software agents
see eg    and protection from mobile eavesdroppers  Moreover the problem and
its variants ie nodesearch mixedsearch inertsearch etc are closely related to standard graph
parameters and concepts including treewidth cutwidth pathwidth and linearwidth   For
instance sG is equal to the cutwidth of G for all graphs of maximum degree  see  and
is equal to the vertex separation of the expansion of G for all graphs see  Similarly the
nodesearch number of a graph is equal to its pathwidth plus one and also to its vertex separator
plus one    The inertsearch number is equal to the treewidth plus one   and the
mixedsearch number is equal to the proper pathwidth   For more on graph searching we
refer the reader to eg    
Determining whether sG   k for arbitrary G and k is NPcomplete  Not surprisingly the
research has focused on restricted classes of graphs eg      and on bounded
search numbers eg see     In particular for any 
xed k the class of graphs that can
be cleared with up to k searchers is minor closed Therefore there is a 
nite number of obstructions
for this class  A consequence if that is the existence of a polynomialtime algorithm for testing
whether an arbitrary graph G satis
es sG   k for a 
xed k Of course the algorithm requires the
knowledge of the whole set of obstructions Unfortunately the number of obstructions for search
grows superexponentially with k even for trees   More precisely for any k there are at
least k
 
obstructions for the class of trees T such that sT    k
The importance of monotone searching arises in applications where the cost of clearing an edge
by far exceeds the cost of traversing an edge Lapaugh  has proved that for every G there is
always a monotone search strategy that uses sG searchers A similar positive result exists also
for nodesearch and mixedsearch   The necessity for connectness arises eg in applications
where communication between the searchers can occur only within completely clear areas of the
network Hence connectivity is required for their coordination Safety is another motivation for
connectness as it would always ensure the presence of secure routes between all the searchers The
problem of determining minimal search strategies under the connectness andor the internality
constraint is still NPcomplete in general it follows from the reduction in  as observed in 

It has been shown in  that minimal connected strategies can however be computed in linear time
for trees The removal of a searcher from a node x and the placement of this searcher in another
node y might be dicult or impossible to implement In fact it assumes that a searcher is able to
go out of the system	 and to reenter the system elsewhere This assumption is clearly unrealistic
eg in the case of software mobile agents In this case the searchers can only move in the network
from site to neighboring site Actually it does not hold even in the original setting of a maze of
caves  Hence the importance of internal search strategies There are trees for which minimal
internal search strategies require n logn moves ie edge traversal  whereas if the removal
of searchers and their arbitrary placement somewhere else is allowed then for any graph G there
exists a minimal search strategy that requires at most On moves in G 
 Connected vs Monotone Internal Graph Searching
In this section we show the following
Theorem  For every graph G misG   csG
To prove this result we use a generalization of the concept of crusade introduced in the short and
elegant proof of Bienstock and Seymour  of Lapaughs Theorem For a set X of edges in a graph
G we denote by X the set of nodes in G having at least one incident edge in X  and at least
one incident edge not in X 
Denition   Given a graph G  VE a sequence X

 X

     X
r
 of subsets of edges
is a crusade if X

  X
r
 E and jX
i
n X
i
j    for any    i   r The frontier of a
crusade X

 X

     X
r
 is max
ir
jX
i
j A crusade is progressive if X

 X

    X
r
and
jX
i
nX
i
j   for    i   r
We say that a crusade is connected if the subgraph induced by X
i
is connected for any    i   r
Lemma  If csG   k then there exists a connected crusade of frontier at most k in G
Proof Given a search strategy S in a graph G let C  X

 X

     X
r
 be the sequence of
subsets of edges such that X

  and X
i
is the set of clear edges after step i of S At most one
edge is cleared at every step of S and hence jX
i
nX
i
j    Ie C is a crusade If S is a search
strategy in G using at most k searchers then obviously the frontier of C is at most k All X
i

   i   r are connected by de
nition of connected search
Given a crusade C  X

 X

     X
r
 we de
ne the skeleton S of C as the directed graph of
r   levels L
i
 i       r such that L
i
consists of as many nodes as the number of connected
components of X
i
 There are edges only between levels of consecutive indices in S ie each L
i
forms a stable More precisely there is an edge from the node a  L
i
 representing a connected
component A of X
i
 to the node b  L
i
 representing a connected component B of X
i
 if and
only if one of the three following properties holds
 X
i
nX
i
  and B  A 
 X
i
nX
i
 e
i
 B and B  A 

 X
i
n X
i
 e
i
 B and one of the at most two connected components of B n fe
i
g is
included in A
Note that the outdegree of a node in S can be greater than  because a connected component of X
i
can split in several connected components of X
i
due to recontamination On the other hand the
indegree of a node is at most  because jX
i
nX
i
j    ie there is at most one new clear edge in
X
i
 Hence at most two distinct connected components of level i can form a unique component
at level i  More precisely there is at most one node of indegree  at every level of S and all
the other nodes have indegree    Note also that all nodes in a skeleton of a progressive crusade
have outdegree  because X
i
 X
i
 and hence a connected component never splits
We denote by !

u resp !

u the set of edges in S outgoing from resp incoming to node
u  S A node u  S represents a set of edges X in G Hence by extension we denote by u the
set of nodes in X
We now de
ne the concept of consistent crusade
Denition  A crusade C is kconsistent if its frontier is at most k and every node u resp
edge e of its skeleton S can be labeled by a positive integer k
u
resp k
e
 satisfying
 k
u
 juj for every u  S

P
uL
i
k
u
  k for every level L
i


P
e
 
u
k
e
 k
u

P
e

u
k
e

Intuitively k
u
represents the number of searchers in the connected component represented by u
The labels k
e
 e  !

u represent how the searchers are distributed among the possibly many
connected components resulting from a split of the component represented by u Condition 
states that the number of searchers in each component is sucient to protect the component from
recontamination Condition  states that the total number of searchers in the graph at any step of
a search strategy cannot exceed k Condition  states that on one hand a connected component
A of X
i
shares its searchers among the connected components resulting from the split of A in
X
i
 On the other hand it also states that the number of searchers in a connected component B
of X
i
is equal to the sum of searchers coming from components of X
i
whose merging results in
B
Observe that the skeleton S of a connected crusade C is a path Labeling every node and edge of
S by k makes it kconsistent Therefore a connected crusade of frontier at most k is kconsistent
The main reason for introducing consistent crusades is actually the following lemma
Lemma  If there exists a kconsistent crusade in G then there exists a progressive kconsistent
crusade in G
Proof The proof is inspired by  in  Among all kconsistent crusades choose a kconsistent
crusade C  X

 X

     X
r
 which satis
es
C
P
r
i
jX
i
j  is minimum and
C
P
r
i
jX
i
j is minimum subject to C
Let us show that this crusade is progressive

i+1
i
i-1
 
 
 



 
 


  
  


Figure  Skeleton S


Claim  jX
i
nX
i
j   for every i  
For the purpose of contradiction let i be such that jX
i
nX
i
j   ie X
i
 X
i
 Then
C

 X

 X

     X
i
 X
i
     X
r

is a crusade of frontier   k Let us show that C

is kconsistent
In a skeleton the outneighbors of a node u are called the children of u and the outneighbors
of the children of u are called its grandchildren We de
ne similarly the notion of parents and
grandparents
The skeleton S

of C

can be obtained from the skeleton S of C by removing level i and connecting
every node of L
i
to its grandchildren in S see Figure 
We show that we can label S

so that the three conditions of De
nition  are satis
ed The
nodelabeling of S

is the nodelabeling of S The edgelabeling of S

is the edgelabeling of S but
between L
i
and L
i
 Edges from L
i
to L
i
are labeled as follows Let v  L
i
 Let u be
a grandparent of v in S There can be at most two distinct paths from u to v in S because the
indegree of v is at most  The edge u v of S

receives the label of w v of S if there is a unique
path u w v from u to v in S It receives the sum of the labels of w v and w

 v if there are two
paths u w v and u w

 v from u to v in S Since jX
i
nX
i
j   there is no node of indegree 
in L
i
of S and thus this labeling gives kconsistency to S


Hence C

is a kconsistent crusade contradicting C Therefore Claim  holds ie jX
i
nX
i
j  
for every i  
Next we show that X
i
 X
i
for every i  
Claim  jX
i
	X
i
j  jX
i
j for every i  
For the purpose of contradiction assume that there exists i such that jX
i
	X
i
j  jX
i
j and
let
C

 X

 X

     X
i
 X
i
	X
i
 X
i
     X
r

C

is a crusade of frontier   k Let us show that it is kconsistent
The skeleton S

of C

can be obtained from the skeleton S of C by replacing L
i
by a copy L

i
of L
i
 and by placing edges from each node in L
i
to its copy L

i
see Figure  If the edge
X
i
nX
i
merges two components of X
i
 then the corresponding two nodes of L

i
are merged into
one node Finally there is an edge from node u

 L

i
to all the grandchildren in S of its copy
u  L
i
 In Figure  there are three nodes represented at level L
i
 There are six nodes in L
i

which are replaced by three copies of the three nodes of L
i
 The two copies of u

and u

are
merged into a single node u because the two components corresponding to u

and u

are connected
by X
i
nX
i

i+1
i
i-1
  
  
  
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

 
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

 
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Figure  Skeleton S


We show that we can label S

so that the three conditions of De
nition  are satis
ed The
nodelabeling of S

is the nodelabeling of S for all nodes of levels j  i If a node u  L

i
does not
results from the merging of two nodes u

and u

 then u receives the label of its original in L
i

Otherwise u receives the sum of the labels of the originals of u

and u

in L
i
 The edgelabeling of
S

is the edgelabeling of S except between levels i i and i The outgoing edge of any node
u of L
i
receives label k
u
 The setting of the edgelabeling between levels i and i   is slightly
more complex Recall that there is at most one node of indegree  at every level At levels i and
i   there is a onetoone correspondence between incoming edges to nodes with indegree  in
S

and incoming edges to nodes with indegree  in S Thus the edge incoming to a node at level
i  with indegree  in S

 receives the label of the corresponding edge in S Let v be a node at
level i  of S with indegree  If v is still of indegree  in S

like in Figure  then the two
incoming edges of S

take the same labels as the corresponding edges in S Otherwise the unique
incoming edge to node v in S

takes the sum of the labels of the two edges incoming to node v in
S One can easily check that this labeling gives kconsistency to S


Hence C

is a kconsistent crusade in contradiction with C Therefore Claim  holds ie for
every i   jX
i
	X
i
j  jX
i
j
Now for any two edgesets A and B jA
Bj jA	Bj   jAj jBj because every node
appearing on the left hand side contributes at least as many times on the right hand side Thence
we get from Claim  that jX
i

X
i
j   jX
i
j for any i   Hence let
C

 X

 X

     X
i 
 X
i

X
i
 X
i
     X
r

C

is a crusade of frontier at most k
Claim  C

is kconsistent
The skeleton S

of C

can be obtained from the skeleton S of C by replacing L
i
by a copy L

i
of L
i
 and by placing an edge from every copy of a node in L

i
to its original in L
i
 with the
following modi
cation see Figure   the node x with indegree  at level i of S if any has
two copies in L

i
  each copy is connected to x by an edge We describe now the edges between
level L
i 
and L

i
 Let w be a node of S at level L
i
 If w has indegree  then the parent of w is
connected in S

to all the copies of the children of w If w has indegree  as in Figure  then let
u and v be the two parents of w in S and let x

     x
p
 p   be the children of w in S If p  
then the connected component w resulting from the merging of two subcomponents u and v is

split into pieces in strategy S The merging is induced by the unique new edge e
i
 X
i
nX
i 

Therefore if w splits into subcomponents there is at most one subcomponent w

of w that contains
e
i
 Any other component is either a subcomponent of u or a subcomponent of v but not both
Hence we set an edge from u resp v only to the copies of the x
j
s which are subcomponents of
u resp v Note that w

may have indegree  or 
i-1
i
i-2
x 1 x 2 x p
w
u v
x
x’’x’
w’y
  
  


  
  


 
 
 



 
 
 



 
 


Figure  Skeleton S


Let us now show that we can label S

so that the three conditions of De
nition  are satis
ed
The nodelabeling of S

is the nodelabeling of S except for level L

i
 The edgelabeling of S

is the edgelabeling of S except between levels i   i   and i A copy u

 L

i
of a node
u  L
i
with indegree  receives label k
u

 k
u
 Each of the two copies x

and x

of node x of L

i
with indegree  receive labels that will be speci
ed later There is a onetoone correspondence
between the edges incoming to level i in S

and in S An edge incoming to L
i
in S

receives the
label of its corresponding edge in S We set k
x

and k
x

as the label of the edges x

 x and x

 x
respectively The edge incoming to a node y of indegree  in L

i
receives the label k
y
 The
edge f  u w

 incoming to the node w

of degree  in L

i
receives label k
u

P
e
 
uef
k
e

Similarly the edge f

 v w

 receives label k
v

P
e
 
vef

k
e
 One can check that this labeling
gives kconsistency to S

 Therefore Claim  holds
From C we then get jX
i

 X
i
j  jX
i
j that is X
i
 X
i
 Therefore C is a progressive
kconsistent crusade which completes the proof
Lemma  Let G be a graph such that every edge has one of its extremities incident to exactly
one other edge If there is a progressive kconsistent crusade in G then misG   k
Proof Let C  X

 X

     X
r
 be a progressive kconsistent crusade in G with skeleton S
labeled as in De
nition  Let e
i
 X
i
n X
i
 fx
i
 y
i
g We construct a monotone internal
search strategy that successively clears the edges e

 e
 
     e
r
 Note that every node of S has
outdegree  because C is progressive
In S X

consists of a unique node u representing fe

g We use k
u
searchers to clear e

 Since
k
u
 jfe

gj this number of searchers is sucient
Assume now that we have cleared all edges e

     e
i
with a monotone internal strategy Assume
moreover that the number of searchers in each connected component of X
i
is equal to the label
of the node of S corresponding to that component
Let u be a component of level i of S We consider three cases depending on the indegree deg

u
of node u

Case 	 deg

u   Then u consists of a unique edge e
i
 which is cleared with k
u
searchers
Case 	 deg

u   Then e
i
connects two connected components Y
i
and Z
i
of clear edges
One of the two extremities of e
i
 say x
i
 is of degree  by de
nition of G One searcher is staying at
x
i
to avoid recontamination The edge e
i
is cleared by moving this searcher from x
i
to y
i
 Hence
k
Y
i
 k
Z
i
searchers are sucient
Case 	 deg

u   Then e
i
is incident to a unique connected component Y
i
of clear edges
Assume wlog that x
i
is the endpoint of e
i
with degree  If x
i
 Y
i
 then e
i
is cleared by
moving one searcher from x
i
to y
i
 Thus assume now that x
i
 Y
i
 This implies y
i
 Y
i

If y
i
 Y
i
	 fe
i
g then one searcher can clear e
i
by moving from y
i
to x
i
 If y
i
 Y
i
	 fe
i
g
then jY
i
	 fe
i
gj  jY
i
j   Since k
u
 jY
i
	 fe
i
gj there is a free searcher in Y
i
that can move to y
i
 and clear e
i
by moving from y
i
to x
i

The search strategy obtained by clearing all edges as explained above is internal and monotone
Proof of Theorem  Let G be any graph with csG   k The expansion of G is the
graph H obtained from G by replacing every edge e by two consecutive edges e

and e

 We have
csH   csG by transforming any move along e  EG of a search strategy for G into two
moves in H along e

and e

 Therefore thanks to Lemma  there exists a connected crusade
of frontier   k in H  As we noticed before a connected crusade is kconsistent Therefore
applying Lemma  we get that there exists a progressive kconsistent crusade in H  Since
H is the expansion of G each of its edges has one of its extremities incident to exactly one
other edge Therefore by Lemma  misH   k We complete the proof by observing that
misG   misH Indeed a monotone internal strategy S
G
forG can be obtained from a monotone
internal strategy S
H
for H as follows Let e

and e

be the two incident edges of H resulting from
the expansion of an edge e of G Assume e

 fx yg and e

 fy zg If one searcher moves from x
to y or from z to y in S
H
then this searcher remains in place in S
G
 If one searcher moves from y
to x resp from y to z in S
H
then this searcher moves from z to x resp from x to z in S
G

 Connected and Monotone Internal Searches are not Minor Closed
A standard way to tackle graph searching problems is to study the nature of their obstruction sets
Unfortunately we have the following
Observation  The class of graphs that can be cleared by a connected search strategy using
at most k searchers is not minor closed There is a pair of graphs GH with H  G and
csHcsG  
Observation  The class of graphs that can be cleared by a monotone internal search strategy
using at most k searchers is not minor closed There is a pair of graphs GH with H  G and
misHmisG  
Observations  and  can be justi
ed as follows Figure  displays a subgraph G

of the p q
mesh with q  k and p  l l  k Clearly sG

  k   by clearing G

from left to
right	 there is one searcher per row and the extra searcher clears all vertical edges Similarly one
can check that misG

  csG  k   Edges e and f play an important role as they allow

-1k
l
k
f
A
B C
e
Figure  The graph G


the monotone left to right	 search strategy to be internal and connected If e is removed then
sG

 e and misG

 e remain unchanged The beginning of the strategy ie while clearing
the l leftmost columns is however not connected There are k   searchers clearing the upper
k rows zone A and k searchers clearing the lower k   rows zone B For connected search
we have csG

 e  k Intuitively up to symmetry since l  k zone B must be cleared from
right to left while k searchers protect the cleared part including zone A from recontamination
Hence Observation  holds If f is also removed then sG

 e  f  sG

  k   and
csG

 e  f  csG

 e  k but misG

 e  f  k  misG

 e Intuitively up to
symmetry since l k zone C must be cleared with k new searchers Indeed k of the k searchers
currently in the graph cannot jump to the leftmost column of zone C and moving there requires
protection of k  l k nodes Hence Observation  holds
Notice that the graph G

 e of Figure  allows us to assert the following
Observation  There is a graph G with csGmisG  
The next section tackles the case of trees in which monotone internal and connected searches are
both minor closed
 The Case of Trees
In this section we show that there is a unique obstruction for the class of trees T such that
csT    k since for any tree T  mcsT   csT   we consider only the monotone case Our
proof is based on the notion of kcaterpillar and spine A spine is a path A caterpillar is also
a path and it is its own spine For k   a tree T is a kcaterpillar with spine P if for every
connected component T

of T n P  the two following properties hold  there is a path P

such
that T

is a k caterpillar with spine P

 and  one of the two extremities of P

is adjacent to
P  A caterpillar is hence a subdivision of a caterpillar in the usual sense ie a path x

     x
k
with k
i
  paths pending from every x
i

Notice that any tree is a kcaterpillar for k large enough The notion of kcaterpillar is related to
the notion of caterpillar dimension introduced in  see also  One can easily show that the
connected search number of a tree starting from node v is at most the caterpillar dimension of the
tree rooted at v plus  However as far as we know there is no characterization of connected search
number in terms of caterpillar dimension whereas we establish an equivalence between connected
search numbers and kcaterpillars Indeed we show that kcaterpillars form the class of trees that
can be connectedly cleared with at most k   searchers

Given a tree T and two vertices v w of T  we denotes by T
v
the tree T rooted at v and by T
v
w
the subtree of T
v
rooted at w Recall that the depth of a rooted tree T is the maximum distance
from its root to the leaves We denote by B
k
the complete binary tree of depth k and by D
k
the
tree obtained by connecting the three roots of three copies of B
k
to a unique new vertex Finally
we denote by T

 T
 
the relation T

is a minor of T
 
	
We now prove a sequence of preliminary lemmas
Lemma 
 Any tree T such that D
k
 T is a k caterpillar
Proof We start by a preliminary statement Let T

and T
 
be two trees rooted at x

and x
 
respectively We denote by T


x

T
 
the relation T

is a x
 
rooted minor of T
 
	 that is node x

is either x
 
or the result of contracting a series of edges some of them containing x
 
as endpoint
Now let T be a tree and v be a vertex of T such that B
k

v
T  k   We claim that T is
a k  caterpillar and v is an extremity of its spine The proof of that claim is by induction
on k If B


v
T then clearly T is a path with extremity v If k   and there is a vertex v
such that B
k

v
T  then there are two cases If B
k

v
T  then by induction hypothesis T is a
k  caterpillar with v as the 
rst vertex of the spine If B
k

v
T  then let S be the set of
vertices w such that B
k

w
T
v
w S is a path starting at v and all the connected components
of T  S are k  caterpillars in which the corresponding spine starts at the vertex adjacent to
one of the vertices of S in T  Indeed if z  S and z is adjacent to w  S then T
v
z is one of the
connected components of T  S and B
k
 T
v
z
To complete the proof of the lemma it hence just remains to show that there is a vertex v such
that B
k

v
T  By contradiction assume that D
k
 T and for every v vertex of T  B
k

v
T  There
is a vertex z with two neighbors z

and z
 
 such that B
k

z

T
z
z

 and B
k

z

T
z
z
 
 This
implies that either B
k

z
i
T
z
z
i
 or B
k

z
T
z
i
z In both cases we get D
k
 T  a contradiction
Lemma 
 For any k   csD
k
  k  
Proof We prove that for any connected search strategy in D
k
 there is a step in which at least
k   searchers are required to avoid recontamination Let T

 T
 
 and T
	
be the three subtrees
attached to the root of D
k
and isomorphic to B
k
 Consider the 
rst step i

during which the
root of D
k
is reached by a searcher Assume wlog that T

is still completely contaminated at
step i

 Let i
 
 i

be the 
rst step during which a leaf of T

is reached by a searcher The path P
from the root r to this leaf say f  has length k Moreover at step i
 
 P is cleared but for every
vertex x  f of P  there is a path from x to a contaminated leaf and thus at least one searcher
is needed for every x to avoid recontamination Moreover there is one additional searcher used to
clear f  Hence at least k   searchers are required at step i
 

Lemma 
 If T is a kcaterpillar then csT    k  
Proof We show that if T is a kcaterpillar with spine P  then there is a connected search
strategy using k   searchers starting at one extremity of P  The proof is by induction For
k   a caterpillar is a path and hence the result holds trivially Assume now that every k 
caterpillar with spine P

 fw

     w

g can be cleared with k searchers starting at w

 Let T be
a kcaterpillar with spine P  fv

     v
m
g Let us denote by w
i
  w
id
i
the set of neighbors of v
i
not in P  Then T
w
ij
v
i
 is a k caterpillar with path P
ij
starting at w
ij
 The search strategy

for T is the following Start at v

with k searchers Every time you reach a new vertex v
i
of P 
let one searcher at v
i
and for j       d
i
 clear every tree T
w
ij
v
i
 with the k remaining searchers
using the strategy that starts at w
j
there is one by induction hypothesis Then follow the path
to the next contaminated vertex v
i
 with the k   searchers
Now we are ready to prove the following Theorem
Theorem 
 For any tree T  the following three properties are equivalent
 T is not a k  caterpillar
 D
k
 T 
 csT   k  
Proof The theorem is a direct consequence of the previous lemmas Lemma  proves 
Lemma  proves  and Lemma  proves  
Rephrasing Theorem  we get
Corollary 
 For a tree T  csT    k if and only if T is a k caterpillar Moreover the set
of obstructions of the class of trees T with csT    k contains D
k
as unique element
Corollary 
 For any tree T  if sT    then sT    csT    sT   Moreover for k  
csD
 k
  sD
 k
 
Proof Let T be a tree and assume that sT   j Let M
k
be any tree obtained from a complete
ternary tree of depth k after removing one leaf from every set of three sibling leaves ie nodes at
distance k from the root Parsons  has proved thatM
k
is an obstruction of the class of graphs
G with search number   k Therefore M
j
 T 
Now M
k
is a subgraph of the graph obtained from D
 k 
by contracting every edge connecting
a vertex of level j   to a vertex of level j for   j  k   Therefore for any k  
M
k
 D
 k 
 Thus D
 j 
 T  which implies by Theorem  that csT    j    sT  
To prove that the bound is tight let us consider D
 k
 We have sD
 k
   csD
 k
  k and
M
k
 D
 k
 which implies that sD
 k
  k   On the other hand we give a search strategy
for D
 k
that uses k   searchers The strategy starts by placing a searcher in the root r Next
it proceeds to clear the edges of the three branches which are isomorphic to B
 k 
 It is easy to
see that this can be done with k searchers and the edges connecting r to the three branches need
no additional searcher Therefore csD
 k
  sD
 k
  which completes the proof
Theorem 
 For any tree T  misT   csT 
To prove this theorem we use the following result proved in  Let cs
x
T  be the minimum
number of searchers required to clear T by a connected strategy where all searchers are initially
placed at node x and the 
rst move consists of clearing one edge incident to x We have
Lemma 

 Barri"ere et al  Let r be the root of B
k
 k   then csB
k
  k and cs
r
B
k
  k

Proof of Theorem 
 Since mis and cs are both minor closed for trees we only need to prove
that misD
k
  k   for all k   For that purpose we 
rst show the following
Claim For every k misB
k
  k Moreover in any search strategy for B
k
using k searchers there
is a step in which  k searchers are involved  none of these searchers occupies the root and
 all edges incident to the root of B
k
are clear
The proof is by induction The result is true for k   Assume that it holds for k   and let
us consider B
k
 Assume for the purpose of contradiction that there exists a search strategy S for
B
k
using k   searchers Note that misB
k
  k   since otherwise misB
k
  k   B
k
is composed of two copies of B
k
denoted by A and A

 rooted at a and a

 respectively Assume
wlog that A is the 
rst copy to be completely clear in S Let S

be the search strategy for
A consisting of all steps of S in which only nodes or edges of A are concerned S

clears A with
k   searchers By induction hypothesis there is a step s

of S

in which  k   searchers are
involved  none of these searchers occupies node a and  all edges of A incident to a are clear
Since at least one edge of A

is still contaminated at step s

 all edges incident to the root of A
are recontaminated in contradiction with the monotonicity of S Therefore misB
k
  k On the
other hand csB
k
   k by Lemma  Thus misB
k
   k by Theorem 
To prove properties   and  let S be any monotone internal strategy clearing B
k
with
k searchers Again assume wlog that A is the 
rst copy to be completely clear in S and let
S

be the search strategy for A consisting of all steps of S in which only nodes or edges of A are
concerned
# If there is a step s

at which k searchers are in A then all edges of A

are still contaminated
at this step Since S is internal it clears A

by moving from A to A

 and starting	 from a

 By
Lemma  the k searchers are needed for the clearing of A

by S and thus the three properties
  and  are satis
ed
# If only k   searchers are used by S

 then by induction hypothesis there is a step s

of S

in
which  k   searchers are involved  none of these searchers occupies a and  all edges of
A incident to a are clear Let v be the node occupied by the remaining searcher at step s

 The
path from v to a is clear to protect edges incident to a from recontamination If v  r then as in
the previous case S clears A

starting	 from a

with the k searchers and thus the three properties
  and  are satis
ed If v  A

 then properties   and  are satis
ed at step s


This completes the proof of the Claim
Since B
k
 D
k
 misD
k
  k from the Claim Assume for the purpose of contradiction that there
exists a monotone internal strategy S clearing D
k
with k searchers D
k
is obtained from three
copies A A

and A

of B
k
 Assume wlog that A is the 
rst copy to be completely clear
and that A

is the next copy to be completely clear Let S

be the search strategy for A consisting
of all steps of S in which only nodes or edges of A are concerned If there is a step s

at which
k searchers are in A then all edges of A

and A

are still contaminated at this step If S

uses
only k   searchers to clear A then from the Claim there is step s

satisfying properties 
 and  and thus the kth searcher is necessarily at the root of D
k
 and all edges of A

and
A

are still contaminated at this step Therefore in both cases since S is internal it clears A

by
starting	 from a

 By Lemma  k searchers are needed for the clearing of A

by S This implies
recontamination of A from yet contaminated edges of A

 a contradiction
Remark Distinct values for s and cs can be achieved for graphs of arbitrary connectivity Fig
ure a displays the tree D
	
 We have csD
	
  sD
	
     Figure b displays the graph

T  D
	
G
Figure  Search numbers of graphs with high connectivity
D
	
K
	
 For a 
xed r the ratio csD
k
K
r
sD
k
K
r
 approaches  when k goes to in
nity
 Concluding Remarks and Open Problems
The main open problem is whether recontamination helps for connected search That is whether
for any graph G with csG   k there exists a monotone connected search strategy using   k
searchers All the standard techniques for proving monotonicity fail for connected search mainly
because the kernel argument of all the proofs of monotonicity is based on the fact that in any search
variant the cost of the search can be expressed by a connectivity function that is a nonnegative
valued function on a set S  PM that is invariant over complement and satis
es the submodular
property see  for a more detailed discussion These techniques fail for connected search as the
intersection of two connected sets is not necessarily connected
Another important open problem is whether the ratio csGsG can be bounded We proved that
csT sT    for trees cf Corollary  A similar bound for general graphs say csGsG  
b would imply that H  G  csH   b  csG That way we could derive approximation
algorithms for cs from algorithms for the usual search number s
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